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Abstract: Future past fifth-age (B5G) and 6th era (6G) versatile correspondences will move from working 

with relational correspondences to supporting web of everything (IoE), where astute interchanges with full 

reconciliation of enormous information and computerized reasoning (simulated intelligence) will assume a 

significant part in further developing organization effectiveness and offering top notch assistance. As a fast 
developing worldview, the simulated intelligence enabled portable correspondences request a lot of 

information procured from genuine organization climate for methodical test and check. Thus, we construct 

the world's most memorable genuine information testbed for 5G/B5G smart organization (TTIN), which 
involves 5G/B5G on location trial organizations, information obtaining and information distribution center, 

and computer based intelligence motor and organization streamlining. In the TTIN, genuine organization 

information procurement, capacity, normalization, and examination are accessible, which empower 
framework level web-based check of B5G/6G-orientated key advancements and backing information driven 

network enhancement through the shut circle control system. This paper expounds on the framework 

engineering and module plan of TTIN. Itemized specialized details and a portion of the laid out use cases 

are likewise displayed. 
 

Keywords: True-data testbed, Wireless communication networks, Artificial intelligence (AI), Big 
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Introduction 
As of now, the expansive organization and business activity of fifth-age (5G) versatile correspondence are 

accelerating. In the mean time, the blue prints of past 5G (B5G) and six-age (6G) portable correspondence 

have previously been talked about and investigated beginning around 2018, where various arising advances 
going from the terahertz correspondence, satellite-regional coordinated organizations to computerized 

reasoning (simulated intelligence) have been imagined as the potential key enablers[1]. Contrasted and 

cutting edge 5G, future B5G and 6G are not just expected to give more extensive recurrence band, higher 
transmission rate, more limited delay, and more extensive inclusion, yet additionally strikingly higher 

organization intelligence[4]. It is usually acknowledged that, information driven computer based intelligence 
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developments will assume a fundamental part in empowering the B5G and 6G to be significantly more keen 
in oneself learning, self-enhancing, and self-overseeing capabilities[5].  

 

System architecture 

Architecture 

To allow true-data experiment of schemes and methodologies for intelligent mobile networks, we have built 

the world’s first true-data testbed for real- time big data acquisition,  storage, analysis, and intelligent closed-

loop control. As shown in Fig. 2, the TTIN is composed of 5G/B5G on-site experimental networks, data 
acquisition & data warehouse, and AI engine & network optimization. In the TTIN, commercial off-the-

shelf equipment and devices have been deployed to establish an analogue of the real network environment. 

The key devices in the 5G/B5G on-site experimental networks consist of the Huawei’s AAU5613, the 
Huawei’s BBU5900, NE20E-S routers, commercial robots, and vehicles are also adopted to test and verify 

the performance of diverse 5G/B5G application for the TTIN. 

 
Fig. 1:  Typical 5G applications. 

 

Operation mode and characteristics 

TTIN works in a closed-loop operation mode, which starts from data acquisition from the 5G/B5G networks 
in implementing different network optimization tasks. With the support of sufficient data, researchers are 

able to design and train optimization models with the support of wireless big data platform and ICP. Then, 

the parameters are sent to the UNMP, and the network is finally adjusted accordingly.  

 
Advanced architectures and comprehensive functions. The architecture of the TTIN follows the 3GPP 

R15 standards, which covers radio access networks, core networks, and optical transmission networks. The 

TTIN meets commercial operation standards and is capable of effectively supporting different B5G/6G-
oriented innovations and testing diverse use cases including the vehicular network, industrial internet, and 

other researches from the chip level to the system level. 

 
Open interfaces and intelligent closed-loop control mechanisms. The data interfaces in TTIN are opened 

to support the comprehensive data collection function of the DAP. The collected network data are further 

sent into subsequent operation modules including the data cleaning, data labeling/ storage in the wireless big 

data platform (WBDP), data analysis/computation in the ICP, and order releasing/feedback monitoring in 
the UNMP, which constitute an intelligent closed loop for the network management. 
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Open-source  ecosystems  and  ever-evolving capabilities. TTIN aims to establish an open community to 

test and verify different B5G/6G-oriented innovation solutions. We envision that many important network 

equipments and base stations will be gradually opened and become white-boxs. Meanwhile, new spectrum 
resources, extended coverage, and AI-powered network management ability will promote the evolvement of 

the TTIN. 
 

2.1 Key modules 
In this section, we elaborate the key modules of TTIN, whose functional hierarchical framework is depicted 

in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2: Functional hierarchical framework of TTIN. 

5G/B5G on-site experimental networks 

5G radio access network In this 5G/B5G on-site experimental network, the AAU and the BBU serve as the 
key network elements for the 5G radio access network. The AAU is specially. 

5G core network and transport network 

In the backhaul link, the traffic flows from the BBUs are aggregated into the transport networks, which consist 
of routers and optical transceivers. In the routers, the 

Table 1: Configurations of the 5G radio access network. 

 

 
Device type                                              Description  

Massive MIMO antenna  64T64R 

AAU 12 
BBU 5 

pHUB 8 

Macro base station 9 

Small base station 50  
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Data acquisition & data warehouse 

Data acquisition platform 

As shown in Fig. 4, DAP is responsible for collecting and pre-processing comprehensive network data from 

Table 3 Key performance parameters of the 5G  experimental network. 

 

 
Performance parameter Description   

Uplink peak rate/user  261 Mbps 
  Downlink peak rate/user 1:18 Gbps 

Uplink user experience data rate 170 Mbps Downlink user experience data rate 940Mbps End-to-end 

delay 14 ms Success rate of handover 100%  
Traffic density                                        1:045Tbps=km

2 

 
 

OVERVIEW OF SINR TECHNNIQUE 
The device to device communication under cellular network faced a problem of interference and high-power 

transmission of signal. If high power transmission the receiver faced a problem of interface and noise. In this 

dissertation optimized the energy efficiency and reduces the inter cell interference during the transmission. 
For the process of optimization various algorithm are used such as game theory, genetic algorithm and many 

more dynamic population-based optimization algorithms. in this dissertation used particle swarm 

optimization algorithm for the reeducation of power and interference. In the process of interference reduction 

distance also play an important role. When the minimum distance requirement is reduced, it is possible that 
the required minimum SINR is not achievable any more at all the receivers. When at some link the minimum 

SINR is not obtained, by use of a power control mechanism, the transmitter in the link can increase the transmit 

power to achieve the minimum SINR. While that individual link will get a higher SINR, the other links will 
sure more from the interference caused by the transmitter in that link, because of the higher transmit power. 

Hence by trying to meet the SINR requirement for one link, other links might no longer meet their SINR 

requirements any more. As a reaction, other transmitters might start increasing them transmit power too, 
trying to counteract the higher interference. It is evident that this can lead to a situation in which all 

transmitters transmit with maximum power with the consequence of causing a high interference level in the 

cell such that the minimum SINR is not achievable at any receiver. 

 

Problem Statement 

Generally, device-to-device (D2D) communications provide the connection between two wireless devices 

either directly or by hopping. D2D communications can be established via the base stations in traditional 
cellular networks. Specifically, one wireless device needs to communicate with the base station; then the base 

station conveys the data to another wireless device directly or via backbone networks. Motivated by the 

increasingly high-rate local services, such as distributing large files among the wireless devices in the same 
cell, local D2D communications have recently been studied as an underlay to Long Term Evolution-Advanced 

(LTE-A) 4G cellular networks [5]. It can significantly enhance the network capacity by establishing a path 

between two wireless devices in the same cell without an infrastructure of a base station. In 5G cellular 

networks, local D2D communications can be formed to offload cellular communications, thus supporting 
more simultaneous users. Meanwhile, global D2D communications can be formed with multi-hop wireless 

transmissions via base stations between two wireless devices associated with different cells. Taking 

advantage of propagation characteristics and the use of directional antennas, a resource sharing scheme 
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supporting non-interfering concurrent links is proposed to share network resources among local D2D 
communications and global D2D communications. On the process of review in device to device 

communication finds some problem related to inter cell interference, the fined problem given below:- 

 
The high value of interference between D2D and cellular network 

Inter cell interface during the dynamic allocation of channel. 

Despite of power during the transmission of data 

 

Previous Used Model 

 

 

Figure 3: Model design by Jing Guo. 
 

Conclusion 

The launch of TTIN marks a milestone in the development of 5G/B5G intelligent networks, for it 

overcomes the mutual isolation of on-site networks, big data, and AI techniques in the current 5G/B5G 
research. The open interfaces and the closed-loop control in this platform enable comprehensive true network 

data collection, standard dataset production, and intelligent data analysis, which facilitate in situ 

inspection of AI algorithms and in turn improve the self-learning, self-optimizing, and self-managing 
capabilities of the networks. Additionally, the established experimental platform is open-source and ever-

evolving, where open architecture and white-box hardware are utilized to provide extensible 

ecosystems. We argue that the B5G/6G paradigm is still in its infancy and there are a large spectrum 

of opportunities for the research community to develop .new architectures, systems, and applications, and to 
evaluate trade-offs in developing technologies for its successful deployment. Research institutes and 

vendors around the world are welcomed to verify and test diverse innovative solutions and methodologies on 

the TTIN for promoting the development of B5G/6G intelligent communication networks. 
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